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shaped valley about 30 kilometres long, with the V half filled
up with tightly packed iron ore, which has been poured in
over a period probably extending over millions of years. The
distance across the V varies from 6 to 10 kilometres. On the
edges, the iron is covered with an overburden of soil washed
down from the mountains, but in the centre it is a level floor
of bald hard iron.
Unfortunately wre couldn't reach the far end of the field,
where the valley widened out and entered the Grand Bay
of Prony. This part of the island was taboo, and eten had we
got there, we might have been isolated there for a few weeks
because of the plague. Over the other side of the mountains
in front of us was Yate, where the waters of the Yate River
had been harnessed to provide power for a large hydro-elec-
tric scheme. Mick had some interesting information about
the Yate hydro-electric station.
'That's the	Nickel Company again.   You know they
built that plant to smelt their nickel there, and asked the
governor if they could have a concession to use the Yate
waterfalls to provide them with power for their plant. They
was told they could have the concession an* it would cost
them nothing, only they must agree to put in land lines
.across to Noumea, and provide the lighting for the town.
They figgered that it'd only cost 60 centimes a unit (about 1
penny). Well, what did they do ? After they got their plant
up, they amalgamated with the Hauts Porneaux crowd that
was running the old cobalt smelter at Noumea, and decided
it was cheaper to smelt the nickel there.
'Well, the people were waiting for the electric light at
Noumea, and the governor asks the Nickel Company when
they're going to put their land lines across. The Nickel Co.
just tells them to go to	,  The deal's off and they're not
going to put in any lines. Then they offer to give Noumea
electricity anyway, and bring out a bloke from Unelco in
Trance, and he builds a power house. Lighting and power
too, costs 3 francs (5 pence) now, and Yate's lying idle—
never been used. Just keep an engineer there to maintain
the plant in running order.'

